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Abstract
Kindergarten education is becoming a priority throughout the USA as research shows its importance on later in
life outcomes. The State of Washington instated full-day kindergarten for all public-school students beginning in
2016–2017. It “…is part of the state’s constitutionally protected definition of ‘Basic Education’” (Reykdal, n.d.,
n.p.), working to support all children in the state. Acting on this new state requirement, one school district chose
to design and build a center dedicated solely to kindergarten education, housing approximately 600
kindergarteners. The school was divided into four ‘neighborhood pods’ each with immediate access to specific
activity programs (i.e., dining, interventionists, elective functions) reflecting a new ‘expanded push-in’ model
and reduce transition times. This model was compared with a ‘traditionally’ operated kindergarten where
learners travel to activity programs throughout a campus (i.e., dining, interventionists, electives). A
human-centered research design using mixed-methods for this comparison study between an ‘expanded push-in’
and a ‘traditional’ model was used to understand the impact of this new architectural solution particularly
focused on timing transitions between the classroom and activity program settings. Findings discovered a
reduction in the length of transitions between accessing the programs by recaptured seven school days of
learning time (approximately 45 hours), when compared to the traditional one, and more positive connections
between students/students, teachers/teachers, and students/teachers to build community.
Keywords: design, education, post-occupancy, case study, kindergarten, ethnographic research
1. Introduction
Evidence suggests a kindergarten experience is a critical path for all children. “Students who attend school from
kindergarten through secondary school typically spend more that 13,000 hours of the developing brain’s time in
the presence of teachers” (Desautels, 2016). Clearly, kindergarten is important, but putting 600 students in one
building is unusual and perhaps unprecedented for this level of cohort. This situation necessitated a new design
vision to support the state’s new mandate.
The vision for the design team began by first understanding why ‘it’ (a kindergarten center to host 600 children)
was needed. And then, and perhaps more importantly, how it would function for all of these children along with
the host of educators and staff who would be working here. The design team also spent time at different
kindergarten sites throughout the district to understand first-hand how learning was currently experienced.
The new design vision resulted in the development of community bringing all of the typically spread out activity
program areas into what is now referenced as ‘neighborhood pods.’ This vision was to support the building of
community and facilitate less time for students transitioning from their classroom to the activity programs (i.e.,
gym, or dining, or playground, or other specific activity program areas). A design hypothesis was generated
suggesting a change from a more ‘traditional’ model (students moving across a campus to access activity
programs) to this ‘expanded push-in’ model (activity programs accessed within a neighborhood) would amount
to approximately 15 extra days of learning without having to add any extra days to the school calendar. Once the
building was built and ‘lived in’ for almost one year of occupancy, the architectural firm’s K12 education design
team decided to vet their design hypothesis using a case study research method. The comparative research case
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study is shared here.
This paper will provide a background of kindergarten learning years, a brief overview of the design’s vision and
process, and its early understandings from both Case #1 and Case #2, along with the design’s achievements.
Then, research design protocols, research questions, methods for how the study was conducted, and discussions
of the findings are shared. Limitations and Conclusions finalize the article.
2. Background—Kindergarten Years
It has been well documented that early childhood learning is critical for a life of learning and positive human
development. “The first five years of a child’s life are fundamentally important. They are the foundation that
shapes children’s future health, happiness, growth, development and learning achievement at school, in the
family and community, and in life in general” (Anonymous, n.d.). The kindergarten experience must build on
this early learning one, and it is usually for children ages five and six. “It gives children the opportunity to grow
and develop through play, which is considered the best way to learn. It is also a time for children to expand their
love of learning, build knowledge, develop their ability to get along with others, and explore ways of reaching
out to the world” (Taylor, 2011).
The focus for this kindergarten cohort is on: (a) stimulating the brain, (b) developing social skills, and (c)
addressing and increasing awareness of health and wellness both at the physical and emotional levels. It
continues the same goals as did the early learning education phase of pre-school, and prepares these young
learners for the transition into elementary school. The pedagogy, or teaching practices for these kindergarten
places follows the idea of activity-based, or ‘circuit’ learning in activity zones in the formal learning place (aka
‘the classroom’). These activity zones are designed to directly support the types of learning experiences the
pedagogy of this age cohort requires. All manners of simple learning tasks are taught from how to line up, to get
one’s own items out of a personal cubby, and to tying one’s shoes, etc. So, sight lines for a teacher are very
important as staying on task at this early age is not easy for little ones. Transparency and view planes to the
outside and nature along with the ability to see into the corridors or transition areas are important considerations
for safety and security.
Taylor (2011) says,
“I’m often baffled when I talk to those who think a kindergarten class, or any class for that matter, should
be quiet. For one thing, students at this age love to talk. Kindergartners’ vocabulary is growing very rapidly,
and many are developing the power to express ideas. When we provide students with opportunities to talk
about what they are learning, we are helping them to construct meaning and learn from their experiences.
Children should be working together, problem-solving and sharing ideas and activities. This helps children
learn how to think through problems and find solutions together. In addition, the teacher should be reading
to students throughout the day. One of the most important things teachers can do in preparing children for
success in school and in reading is to read aloud to them. Read-alouds help build listening skills,
comprehension skills, and so much more. At times the children should also be reading, to themselves, other
students, or the teacher” (n.p.).
The teacher often uses the areas outside of the classroom for multiple purposes including breakout activities, or
push-out segments for special support, art, eating, and moving from one area to the other. The architecture of the
place including interior design affordances (i.e., furnishings and fit-outs) must support multiple postural changes,
and technologies both analogue (non-digital) and digital, and lots of storage; the latter is critical.
3. Design Understandings and Solution Development
Faced with a state mandate to instate full-day kindergarten and accommodate growing capacity demands, for this
school district it established its first kindergarten center at a selected site for this elementary building. As
mentioned, this design team spent time at multiple kindergarten sites to more clearly understand and experience
the learning and teaching needs for this age cohort in what might be referred to as typical ‘traditional settings.’
Early insights revealed: (a) a lot of rules and regulations, (b) creativity seemed stifled, (c) special program
activity centers were spread out across a campus, and (d) transitioning from one program activity center to
another took a lot of time. With actvity programs and specialty areas spread out across a campus in this
traditional model, it meant that the design of the school did not appear to revolve around the student, was hard to
generate a sense of community, and transition times to these specialized activity areas were quite substantial.
Time spent observing at a traditional kindergarten showed that teacher coordination and the length of transition
times were impacting learning time (see Figure 1).
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Existing Conddition

Figure 1. A traditional, m
more non-studeent-centered m
model
Source: French, Scott-Webberr, Ferking, & Fultoon, 2015.

A new vision meant the larger architecctural program
ms requiring m
more space, succh activities ass dining and prroject
areas, wouuld be broken down into sm
maller spaces and integratedd into what w
was termed ‘pood neighborhoods.’
Other quaalities not studdied here but indicated in the architectuural firm’s prooject brief inccluded: “Give
en its
significantt effect on leearning, indooor environmenntal quality rreceived diliggent design atttention, inclu
uding
temperaturre, air quality, daylighting, aand acoustics. The kindergarrten students sppend a lot of tiime learning on the
floor. Thus, radiant floorrs sourced from
m a geothermaal ground-sourrce heat pump provided warrmth design cre
eated
(approx. 65,000 sq. ft.) spaces
s
to suppoort early learning, while maxximizing the ppotential synerggies of age-spe
ecific
students” ((Anonymous, n.d.).
n
The new vvision referredd to here as ann ‘expanded puush-in’ design concept of thee Case #1’s K
Kindergarten Center
took its innspiration froom the form of the anciennt Nautilus shhell (see Figuure 2). The sshell representts an
architecturral symbol off proportional perfection. Itt is also a sym
mbol for expaansion and reenewal as it grows
g
increasingly larger cham
mbers while sshedding old ones throughoout its life. T
This design soolution focuse
ed on
developingg neighborhoood as ‘pods’ (ee.g., a group oof 6 individuaal ‘teacher ow
wned’ classroom
ms with assoc
ciated
pod spots and dining tabbles). The smaaller ‘pod spotts’ (e.g., a smaall table with 4 to 6 chairs w
with analogue tools
for the sppecialists to work
w
with studdents) were located directlyy outside of eaach classroom
m. This design
n was
intended tto enable the ‘pod spots’ w
within each pood neighborhoood to be incoorporated intoo a more inclu
usive
learning place for studennts, interventioonist staff, elective staff andd teachers. Buiilding communnity and a sen
nse of
belonging allows all too become morre engaged annd have a higgher sense of wellbeing. A design hypotthesis
developedd: Will this new
w design conccept result in m
measurable ressults relative too (a) a gain off learning time
e as a
result of reeducing transition times, andd (b) a real sennse of building of a commuunity (see Figuure 2). The extternal
and internaal designs ideaations flush ouut this vision’s concept (see F
Figure 3).

m the ancient nnautilus shell—
—perfect propoortions/and re-ccentering withh a student-focu
us
Figure 2. Design from
Source: French, J. et al., 2015.
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Figurre 3. Design vision for exterior and interiorr
Source: French, J. et al., 2015.

SOLUTION

CHALLENGE

The new vvision focusedd on a designn solution thatt would functiionally maxim
mize learning ttime. The school’s
architecturral program was
w redefined to eliminate ‘‘learning timee lost’ to transsition travel. A concept evo
olved
where teacchers and speccialists would sstill have their respective ow
wned classroom
ms but also inteentionally desiigned
adjacent sppaces, now refferred to as ‘pood spots’—to aallow students to stay in theiir respective ‘ppod neighborhood.’
A before aand after activvity mapping pplan was geneerated to test thhe idea, alongg with a full fl
floor plan sketc
ch of
how thesee activity proggrams would fit into the nnautilus propoortions (see Fiigure 4). To further a sensse of
communityy and support wayfinding, ittems of naturee were called uupon to ensure proper identiffication (see Figure
5).

POD SPOTS

PO
OD
NEIGHBORHOOD
D

Figure 4. Ideation—bbefore and afteer/sketches for the new desiggn (floors 1 & 22)
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Figgure 5. Wayfinnding, communnity building uusing nature ass inspiration
Source: French et al., 2015.

The re-cenntering of foccus upon the sstudent producced a design hypothesis thaat this expandded push-in de
esign
model couuld potentially reduce transitiion times and tthus gain extraa teaching and learning days without physiically
adding moore days to the yearly calenddar. A Comparative Researchh Case Study ppost-occupancyy method was used
to test the design hypothhesis. The reseaarch method annd study’s finddings are preseented next.
4. Method
d
Members of the architecctural firm’s K
K12 Educationn Practice reseearch team (noot the designerrs involved), along
a
with an exxternal researcch consultant cconducted the research. A m
major goal of thhe study was tto ensure scien
ntific
rigor withiin a real-worldd project setting.
“The meassure of good research
r
often is associated with a rigorouusly scientific process, and this is justified for
many areaas of inquiry…
…Typically, thee scientific metthod involves a process of iddentifying a prroblem or quesstion,
forming a hypothesis, testing the hyypothesis by conducting ann experiment or study witth proper controls,
checking and interpretting results, and communication” (Hannington, 20100, p. 19). Foor this study,, the
Human-Ceentered Researrch Design prrotocol (HcRD
D) (Scott-Webbber, 2011) waas utilized in post-occupanc
cy to
assess the impact of the design of the bbuilt environm
ment on studentt and educator behaviors.
4.1 Humann-Centered Reesearch Designn Protocol
The focuss for human-ccentered reseaarch is grounnded in Envirronment Behaavior Psycholoogy and work
ks to
understandd how the desiign of the builtt environment impacts humaan behavior. M
Multiple methodds are often used to
answer thiis question, buut fall into twoo primary areaas—qualitativee and quantitattive. To ensurre a rich data set
s is
generated, the HcRD prrotocol alwayss uses a mixedd-method (Johhnson, Onwueggbuzie, & Turnner, 2007) rese
earch
design (innclusive of both quantitativee and qualitattive) for compparative purpooses, to limit research bias,, and
expand and strengthen thhe studies’ connclusions. Thiss HCRD methood uses the folllowing:
•

Q
Quantitative tecchniques = litterature review
w, “questionnaaires and surveeys”, and quanntifying qualittative
ittems, and

•

Q
Qualitative techhniques = “obbserving and taalking to peopple…these meethods are typiically ethnogra
aphic
(Z
Zeisel, 1984) in nature, andd may includee participant oobservation, arrtifact analysis, photo and diary
sttudies, contexttual inquiry, ccultural probess, and other meethods designeed to sample hhuman experie
ence”
(H
Hanington, 2010, p. 23).

The designners on this project
p
understtood clearly thhe need to gatther systematicc information as, “Designerrs are
equally acccountable for the conduct oof good qualitty research annd, in particullar, for being systematic in their
approach tto information collection, reccording, syntheesis, and analyysis” (Haningtoon, 2010, p. 233) (see Figure 6).
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Figurre 6. A Humann-centered reseearch design prrotocol (HcRD
D) (image withh permission off DLR Group)
d for
The researrch design annd human subbjects’ protocool was sent too a third-partyy institutionall review board
research appproval, shared with the schools, and then both schools’ submitted volluntary consennt forms back to
t the
research teeam. Once connsent forms weere received the research wass scheduled to commence.
This compparative study used
u
two schools for convennience sampless, with two ‘typpical’ groups oof students to study,
s
in one agge cohort, andd a minimum
m of at least two researchhers observingg during a tw
wo-day timefrrame,
post-occuppancy and latte in the schoool year (Mayy). One schoool was considdered the ‘new
w’ school and
d one
‘traditionaal’ for compaarative purposses. The focuus was on traansition activiities. The ressearchers revie
ewed
Environmeent Behavioraal ethnographic techniques as developed by Zeisel (1984). The process emplloyed
pre-planning the followiing: (a) semi-sstructured set of research-guuided questionns to be used ffor interviews with
members, (b) tw
wo days of on--site behavioraal observationss focused on timing
administraation and educaational staff m
movementt activities throough space aloong with the ddirection of thaat travel, and ((c) the collectioon of photogra
aphic
traces at iddentified timed intervals. Thhese observatiions were recoorded into Exccel spreadsheeets and analyzed to
generate a quantitative output
o
compariing these two m
models. Next aare the researchh questions.
4.2 Researrch Questions
The follow
wing research questions
q
weree addressed in this study:
•

R
RQ.1. Does thhe new ‘expannded push-in’ design, bringging dining aand other activvity spaces in
nto a
‘nneighborhood pod’ reduce ooverall transitioon times and inncrease time sspent on meaniingful learning
g and
pllay?

•

R
RQ.2. How migght the kinderggarten learners and teachers uutilize the new
w pod spot desiigns?

•

R
RQ.3. What other impacts does a new pod neighborrhood design have on kinddergarten learrners,
edducators, and school
s
staff?

To lessen bias, data coollection technniques were annalyzed separaately by each individual reesearcher and then
for coding spe
ecific
compared.. Observationss and traces were coded, according to Zeisel’s (19884) method fo
behaviors, and then thee data combinned both quanttitative and quualitative to ggenerate the fi
findings. Two other
individuals worked on thhe analysis of tthe data. A graanular view off the design ressearch process is shared nextt.
4.3 Observvation Techniqques Detailed
Two sites in the new dessign for Case ##1 were used ffor gathering thhe data, the neeighborhood poods of ‘Caterp
pillar’
and ‘Grassshopper.’ Onlyy two pod neigghborhoods weere studied as all are designeed the same (refer back to Figure
4). The onnly difference was
w one neighhborhood was located on thee first floor annd one on the ssecond for rese
earch
variety. Beehavioral obseervations were pre-coded so each observerr would be ablle to annotate ((make quick notes)
n
on the flooor plans and thus
t
allow for the data to be collected in the same wayy to ensure intter-rater reliab
bility.
Photographic traces werre taken everyy 15 minutes ffrom specific vvantage pointss. The diagram
m below show
ws the
Grasshoppper pod neighbborhood with its pod spot aareas, and the researcher’s aannotations (ssee Figure 7). Both
researcherrs observed eaach segment oof the buildinng over a twoo-day time fraame. Observeers switched floors
f
mid-day too avoid bias inn data recordingg.
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Figure 77. Annotated flloor plan of obbserved behaviors
The researrchers looked for patterns annd recorded thhe times for: (aa) the transitioons from one pprogram activiity to
the next, ((b) use of podd spots, (c) w
who used them
m, and (d) oveerall activities within the pood’s neighborh
hood.
Below is aan example off an early rounnd of a data shheet, and then the pattern of travel throughh the neighborrhood
(see Figuree 8). These annnotations weree put into spreaadsheets to beggin the patternn analysis, scruubbed and revie
ewed
by the reseearchers. Thenn, the physicall patterns weree reviewed to uunderstand hoow people weree traveling thrrough
the neighbborhood (see Figure 9).

Figure 88. Early roundd of data input into spreadsheeet

Figuree 9. Mapping ppaths of travel within one podd
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4.3.1 Photographic Traces
Photographic traces from
m a site reveal ‘traces’ of acttivities by the way in which physical itemss in a space are left
behind. Ann example of this
t idea is whhen sidewalks are placed onn a campus to direct the pathh of travel. Ye
et, on
observatioon the footprinnts of travel thhrough the graass leaves a ‘trace’ that perrhaps a more convenient lin
ne of
travel shouuld have beenn planned. Patttern traces theen are used to confirm obseervations and vverify. For the
e two
days on siite, each reseaarcher recordedd the pod’s neeighborhood trraces. For anallysis purposess, the team ada
apted
Zeisel’s (11984) method and coded forr these five traaces generatinng activity behhavioral codes:: (1) adaptations of
use, (2) diisplays of selff, (3) by-produucts of use/i.ee., identificatioon and wayfinnding, and (4) public messaging.
Each phottograph was cooded for activiities based on behavioral traace codes, andd then all codees were transcribed
into a spreeadsheet once again for qualiitative analysis purposes (seee Figure 10). IIn an effort to verify the find
dings
of this new
w design, a seecond case stuudy was done on a ‘traditionnally’ designedd kindergartenn. That inform
mation
follows.

Figure 10. Phhotographic traace annotationn/example spreeadsheet
4.3.2 Com
mparative Case Study—A Traaditional Modeel
In order too verify the fiindings from tthe new ‘expaanded push-in’’ design studyy, the researchh team conducted a
comparativve case study at a ‘traditionnally’ designedd elementary sschool having a kindergarteen area in the same
school disttrict for our Caase #2. This tim
me there were three researchhers observingg the two kindeergarten classro
ooms,
(as researcchers would haave to follow tthe student to kknow where thhey were goinng as distances were longer), with
one researrcher assigned to each classroom group an
and one researccher assigned to any outlierrs, or students who
moved or acted separateely from the whhole class. Thee research objeectives were thhe same and teechniques exec
cuted
followed tthe original ressearch protocools for the firsst study of the new model. O
Observers agaiin recorded stu
udent
behavior aand transitionss over a two-dday period latee in the year, ppost-occupancy (May). The Case #2’s cam
mpus
was selectted for the keyy differences aand parallels thhat could be uused to test it against the deesign for Case #1’s
Kindergartten Center.
5. Findinggs
5.1 Key Diifferences & a Parallel
Case #2—
—Some of the key
k differencess were:
•

D
Design was thee more ‘traditioonal’ school m
model, with dinning, recess, annd special actiivity program areas
sppread out across the campus..

•

C
Classrooms werre arranged as a ‘cul-de-sac’’, with all the cclassrooms shaaring a collectiive ‘pod spot area,’
a
w
which was inforrmally dividedd into two learnning areas andd one area for ppara-educatorss.

•

E
Each ‘cul-de-saac’ was comprrised of mixed--level age cohhorts. The one that was obserrved contained
d two
kiindergarten claasses, two firstt-grade classess, and a third-ggrade class.

•

C
Classrooms hadd no glass for transparency on their interiior walls, provviding no oppoortunity for passive
suupervision intoo the pod spotss.

One key parallel at Casee #2 showed thhe:
•

C
Classrooms were part of a neeighborhood, w
with pull-out oor ‘pod spots’ immediately aavailable outside of
thheir classroom
ms, all at the endd of a cul-de-ssac.

At both caampuses, transiition times werre grouped into and analyzedd by:
•

O
Overall transitioon time
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When com
mparing wholee class transitions of the two schools, thee design of Caase #1 appearss to save a tottal of
seven schoool days (45 hoours) in transittion travel time over the yeaar. This figure iis less than thee design hypotthesis
of 15 dayys, but significcant never thee less. This finnal figure wass calculated byy averaging thhe six whole class
transitionss that happen during
d
the schhool day (same schedule forr both schoolss). These transsitions included six
‘instances’’ including: (a) classrooom-to-recess, (b) recess-tto-classroom, (c) classroooms-to-dining, (d)
dining-to-rrecess, (e) classsrooms-to-speecialists, and (ff) specialists-to-classroom. A
At times, the ppath of travel varied
between eaach instance. The
T following plans show thhe different patths taken, the aaveraged transition times, an
nd the
distances ttraveled for each of the transsition types, coomparing Casee #1 and Case ##2 (see Figures 11 and 12). Since
S
specialists’ programs vaaried daily andd had differennt locations, aall were accouunted for togetther with dista
ances
traveled annd transition tiimes averaged across all insttances (see Tabble 1).

LV 1

LV 2

Figure 11. W
Whole class traansitions for Caase #1, floors 1 and 2

Figurre 12. Whole cclass transitionns for Case #2
Table 1. C
Comparative avverage daily traansition times (* not establisshed in the dataa collection)
To/From
Classrooms to/from Recess
Classrooms to Dining
Dining to Receess
Classrooms to/from Specials
Total Transitioon Time

Average Daaily Transition Tim
mes
Case #1
Case ##2
03:00
08:34
01:40
02:26
0*
06:13
03:42
09:23
10:02
26:36
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One can see that the transitions for Case #1 are shorter and simpler, with locations close by and specials
consolidated. Studies of the various transition paths taken in both schools revealed that the average travel
distances in Case #1 were 1/10th of the average travel distances in Case #2 (see Table 2).
Table 2. Comparative average daily transition times
To/From
Classrooms to/from Recess
Classrooms to Dining
Classrooms to/from Specials

Average Travel Distances (ft.)
Case #1
Case #2
109
1056
42
449
73
558

Case #1/Case #2
10%
9%
12%

It’s important to note that transition travel time does relate directly to walking speed. The times logged in these
observations for both schools included intermediate stops to ensure the entire class stayed together, or for
teachers to attend to any disruptive behavior. The longer and more complicated a travel path, including going up
or down stairs, the more intermittent stops were required, extending the transition travel time even more. The
design hypothesis was the longer the transition time the more ‘lost learning time.’ However, several teachers and
specialists anecdotally indicated that particularly at the beginning of a school year, all time is learning time. Each
child is learning basic tasks and skills—lining up, walking as a group, and staying focused—in addition to
academic skills.
6. Discussion by Research Question from Observations Analysis
6.1 RQ.1. Does the New ‘Expanded Push-in’ Design, Bringing Dining and Other Activity Spaces into a
‘Neighborhood Pod’ Reduce Overall Transition Times and Increase Time Spent on Meaningful Learning and
Play?
Transition travel times, at Case #1, from one program activity pod spot to the next within the neighborhood
averaged 35 seconds, while the whole classroom transitions from door of classroom to specials or to the gym
was three minutes. Teachers at Case #1’s location felt the benefits of the reduced transition time in the daily
schedule as reclaimed learning time.
“We’re able to maximize the school day because everything is so close together…(at) my old school, we’d
have to allow at least five minutes for transitions and here…it’s less than a minute”—Teacher.
6.2 RQ.2. How Do the Kindergarten Learners and Teachers Utilizing the New Pod Spot Designs?
At both Case #1 and Case #2, pod spot areas were located immediately or almost immediately outside the
classroom; as such, transition time to or from them were negligible for both campuses. It should also be noted
that the size, quantity of pod spots, and arrangement of classrooms varied greatly between the two, resulting in a
different degree of utilization.
6.2.1 At Case #1
Note that each neighborhood at this school had six classrooms, all with adjacent pod spot spaces designed
immediately outside the classroom intended for that classroom educator’s use for specialists. While specialists
frequently utilize the push-in method, by which this person works with groups of students within an area in the
classroom itself, the pod spot spaces outside ‘acted like an extension of the classroom.’ Long tables for
mixed-use of dining and other hands-on activities were provided in the expanded hall space. On site the
researchers coded these pod spots as: 1, 2, para, 3, 4, 5, TBL 1, and TBL 2 (see Figure 13). The two floors
observed at Case #1 utilized the pod spots differently.
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TS:

POOD SPOTS:

1, 2, PA
ARA, 3, 4, 5

1, 2, PARA, 3, 4, 5

TBL 1, TBL
T
2

TBBL 1, TBL 2
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Figure 13. Floor plans w
with labeled pod spots for Case #1
Analysis ddisclosed intennded use and unnintended usagge:
Intended uuse:
•

S
Small group acctivities with sspecialists toook place at thee pod spots 1, 2 and 3 rotatting in/out of their
cllassroom to woork with an intterventionist, a ‘push-out sceenario’

•

P
Pod spot spacess outside the cllassroom ‘acteed like an extennsion of the classroom’

•

C
Classrooms conntinued the usee of having specialists frequuently utilize thhe push-in metthod, by which
h this
person works with
w groups of students withinn an area in thhe classroom itself

•

S
Small group acctivities moved out to the ppod spots allowing intervenntionists/speciaalists to have more
rooom for a varieety of activitiees (see Figure 114).

Figure 14. Exampless of pod space use for Case ##1
Unintendeed use:
•

O
One classroom had a set of deesks for paras//specialists andd nothing for sttudents

•

Small group acttivities took pllace at TBL 1 aand TBL2

•

T
Two classroom
ms’ pod spots now formed a ccombined ‘speecialist’s area’ for activities ssuch as technology,
arrt, or music; utilizing
u
all off pod spots 4 aand 5, and thee dining table areas (TBL 1 & TBL 2 for both
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floors).
Analysis submits perhaps a mitigation of the potential use for the classroom educator with this repurposing of
three of the six intended pod spot usage. Furthermore, when activities were scheduled in the specialist’s area it
would be utilized for approximately three hours and twenty-five minutes concurrently. Several quotes from
educator’s and staff support the information shared above.
During interviews, the following comments were made about pod spot usage:
•

“I really like being part of the classroom…but there’s just not room with the play-to-learn and
everything going on in there” (specialist)

•

“…even though the kids are being ‘pulled-out’ of the classroom into the pod spots…that works well”
(teacher)

•

“She (meaning the interventionist/specialist) started in our classroom…but…she liked it out in the hall
(pod spot). She’s right there…even though there’s a window between us, I still feel like she’s part of the
room” (teacher)

•

“The stigma of pulled-out activities is changed with the direct classroom connection” (teacher).

The various pod spaces in Caterpillar (second floor) were collectively used for a total of 8 hours and 40 minutes
over the course of the observation timeframe. Meanwhile, the various pod spaces in Grasshopper (first floor)
were collectively used for 6 hours and 11 minutes—2 hours and 30 minutes less than in Caterpillar. Assuming
6.5 hours in each school day, even the most frequently used pod space (area 2 in Caterpillar) was only utilized
for approximately 27% of the day. The table below outlines the total amount of time spent in small groups
during each day of observation at each table area for each floor observed (see Table 3).
Table 3. Total time utilized for small group at Case #1—across two days of observation
Pod Spot
1
2
3
4
5
& Dining Tables
Total Time

Neighborhood Pods
Caterpillar
1:23:00
3:00:00
1:46:00
0:48:00
0:10:00
1:33:00
8:40:00

Grasshopper
2:32:00
0:35:00
1:33:00
1:18:00
0:00:00
0:13:00
6:11:00

Total Time
3:55:00
3:35:00
3:19:00
2:06:00
0:10:00
1:46:00

The differences in utilization between pod spaces and between floors at Case #1 raised a number of questions
relative to design intensions:
•

Is pod space utilization dependent on educators’ perceived ownership of the spaces adjacent to their
classrooms? As shown above in Figure 14 (refer back to Figure 14) although all classrooms have a pod
spot immediate outside their classroom door, only three of the pod spots are not shared for specialist use.
These pod spots are also the spaces that experienced the most use. Over the course of the observation
period, pod spot spaces 1, 2 and 3 were used by over one hour more than pod spot spaces 4 and 5, and
the dining tables. If the teachers adjacent to pod spot spaces 4 and 5 felt they had full ownership over
them, and that the pod spot was perhaps considered a part of their ‘owned’ classroom, would those pod
spaces be utilized more (refer back to Table 2)?

•

Are educators holding on to the traditional push-in model? One role of the pod spots was to serve
specifically as a pull-out space for specialists, while still maintaining a visual connection to the
classroom. However, many of the teachers brought the specialists into their classrooms, as opposed to
sending students out into the pod spot. One interventionist speculated that the individual educator’s
comfort level impacted their use of the pod space, “I think it’s a comfort level…I think some of it’s
classroom management, so that they’ll feel more free in coming out and using the spaces. They do have
a better classroom management than some of the other classrooms that I worked with” (teacher).

•

Is perceived time to transition causing educators to favor the pushing-in vs. pulling-out
approach—opposite of the actual time it takes? Observation showed that multiple small groups could
transition between the pod spot space and the classroom for intervention activities within seconds. The
proximity to the classroom of some pod spot spaces resulted in a negligible transition time between
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cllassroom and pod spot spacce and is likely comparablee to the time it takes studennts to transitio
on to
acctivities withinn the classroom
m. However, tthere is potenttial that the peerception of trransition time from
cllassroom to pood-spot is highher than what was observedd. It could be aargued that if the perception
n was
thhat closer podd spots lead too more usage which wouldd equal more, shorter transiitions that fee
el (or
acctually add up to) more actual time on taskk than fewer, loonger transitioons.
The expannded push-in model
m
has show
wn expected annd differences in use. The traaditional modeel had its own set
s of
issues in thhe pod spots (ssee Figure 15).

Figuure 15. Rapid ssmall group traansition betweeen classroom aand pod spots
6.2.2 At C
Case #2
At Case ##2’s location, six classroom
ms shared a sinngular, large ppod space infoormally divideed (see Figure 16).
Additionallly, the mixed grade levels iin that pod grooup meant no classroom or ggrade level haad ownership of
o the
pod spacee. As such, multiple
m
grouups of differeent grade levels can do llearning withiin that pod space
s
simultaneoously. The usee of the pod sppace must be sscheduled—thee different teaachers must cooordinate use of
o the
space amoong them, or uttilize a third pood space outsidde of the pod ((see Figure 16)).

POD SPOTS CCASE #2:
1, 2 & PARAA

Figgure 16. Pod sppot locations ffor Case #2, Sppots 1, 2, and P
Para shown
Note. Ancillaary pod spot is loccated outside of pood and therefore nnot shown above.
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The pod sppace for Case #2’s is much smaller than aavailable at Case #1’s. Casee #2’s pod spoot space was set up
with two ttables, stacks of chairs, andd one desk forr para-professiionals. At bestt, two groups could use the
e pod
space sim
multaneously, so
s long as neither one wass too loud or disruptive. A
An additional ancillary area was
available aaround the corrner, utilized w
when the pod aarea was crowdded. This situaation occurredd on the second
d day
of observaations as kindeergarten studennts were working on an art pproject in one part of the pood spot space while
w
another grade level engaaged in a separrate small grouup activity (seee Table 4)
Table 4. T
Total time utilizzed for small ggroup at Case ##2
Pod Spot
1
2
Ancillary Pod
Total Time

Total Tim
me Utilized for Sm
mall Group at Casee #2
Day 1
Day 2
0:50:18
0 recorded
0:31:02
1:14:29
0 recordeed
0:07:25
1:21:54
1:21:20

These dataa points indicaate the use of thhe shared pod spot space byy the kindergarrten classes, noot including the use
by the first or third grade classes. Incrreased coordination as a resuult of shared usse of the pod sspots could acc
count
for the moore limited podd spots use by tthe kindergarteen classes at C
Case #2.
7. Discusssion of Ethnoggraphic Insigh
hts into Pod U
Use—Case #1 Only
A discussiion of the ethnographic insigghts is shared. T
These data weere only collectted for the Casse #1 project as this
new designn was consideered the ‘controol.’ Behavioraal observationss provided quaantitative data regarding pod
d spot
space utilization, and thee photographicc traces’ technnique was usedd only at the Case #1 locationn to ‘dig deepe
er’ to
determine if the design intent was beiing utilized. Thhe findings prrimarily yieldeed how the podd spots and ov
verall
pod neighbborhoods weree used, and whhat adjustmentss educators maade to make thhem more suitaable for themse
elves.
In this desscriptive analysis approach, tthe researcherss followed Zeiisel’s (1984) ccategories of sppatial traces. These
T
included: (a) adaptationns of space, ((b) displays oof self, (c) displays of studdent and teacher work, and
d (d)
identificatiion and wayfinnding.
7.1 (a) Adaaptations of Sppace
Of the spaatial traces, thhe most tellingg in this case study were thhe Adaptationns of Space. Z
Zeisel defines these
adaptationns as “…changges that users m
make to an envvironment so itt is better suiteed to somethinng they want to
o do”
(p. 170). T
These changes manifest in different ways; ssome descriptiions follow aloong with descrriptive analysiss (see
Figure 17)).

Figures 17. A
Adaptations off space and deffinitions for cattegories
One of thee most recordded adaptations at Case #1 w
was the use oof mobile whitteboards as m
movable screen
ns for
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visual sepparation (i.e., ‘a prop’)—adaptations mitiigating distracction. A limit to the efficaccy of the pod spot
spaces waas how open thhey were. Witthout any visuual or acoustic separation, thhe design allow
wed for potentially
greater disstraction for the kindergartenner learning in the pod spot sspace:
“…iff they are out in the pod (annd) you’re com
ming by or youu’ve got a studdent, it’s like ‘Why do you have
THE
EM?’ Why do you
y have…?’ ‘What did TH
HEY do wrongg?’ You know?? Things like tthat, so, it’s always
like, ‘pay attentionn’”—teacher
The photoographic trace analysis corrooborated this oobservation, shhowing that inn most instancees, specialists used
the mobilee dry erase booards to block views to the rrest of the podd in order to llimit distractioons in adjacentt pod
spots (see Figure 18).

Figure 18. Separations ffor small-groupp activities in ppods
es. In
This strateegy appeared too be more succcessful if adjacent pods spots were engagedd in similar or qquieter activitie
instances w
where adjacennt pods were eengaged in play-to-learn orr move-to-learnn activities, thhe lack of aco
oustic
separationn between pod spots resulted in some students becoming distracted (seee Figure 19).

Fiigure 19. Learnner distractionn in the pod
The mobille whiteboards were also useed as privacy sccreens at the ppara-professionnal desks in booth the Grassho
opper
and Caterrpillar pod neighborhoods—
n
—adaptations for privacy.. One mobilee whiteboard appeared in
n the
photographhs as a permannent fixture, sccreening the deesks from the ppod spot on thee other side (seee Figure 20).
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Figure 20. Parra-professionall’s desks at booth Grasshoppeer and Caterpilllar neighborhoood pods
h the
Unplannedd Storage as a category is uunder adaptatiion of space. A second veryy evident adapptation in both
Caterpillarr and Grasshoppper pod neighhborhoods waas the proliferaation of additioonal storage soolutions, outside of
the planneed, built-in storrage areas (seee Figure 21). Itt is unclear whhether the storaage solutions pprovided at Case #1
are insuffi
ficient to storee all teachingg materials annd manipulativves used in thhe pod spots, or if the cam
mpus
underutilizzes its closed, built-in storagge in favor of eeasier to accesss, albeit visuaally distractingg, open storage
e bins
atop the buuilt-ins.

Figgure 21. Exampples of unplannned storage
Included inn this Unplannned Storage caategory is wastte/recycle dispoosal area (refeer back to Figuure 21). It is evident
that a hom
me for large trrash/recycle/coompost bins, oof which there are many att Case #1, waas not intentionally
determinedd. As a result, these many biins contribute to the visual cclutter of the space while additionally actin
ng as
a physical barrier to travvel freely amonng the dining ttable area. Whhether this barrrier affected thhe utilization of
o the
dining tablle area was unnclear.
Like the w
waste/recycle disposal
d
bins, llarge carts andd props did nott appear to havve a specific hhome or place to be
stored in tthe pod neighbborhoods. For the most part,, this situationn did not createe clutter in thee pod spots, ex
xcept
for pod sppot 4 and 5. Due
D to these pood spots’ use as a specialistt area (i.e., useed for art and technology), there
were: mobbile storage caarts, mobile ddrying racks, llight tables, aand all manneer of other larrge items clustered
together ouutside of pod spots
s
4 and 5 ((refer back to Figure 21). Not only did thiis type of clusttering contribu
ute to
both visuaal and physicaal clutter of thhe space as w
well as barrierrs to ease of m
movement. Thhese solutions also
blocked offf supervision of that space ffrom elsewheree in the neighbborhood.
7.2 Display
ays of Self
Zeisel’s (11984) categoryy of spatial traaces, Displays of Self, is alsoo very telling in the contextt of this case study.
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Displays oof Self describbes: (a) studennt work and teeaching materiials, (b) identiification, and (c) personalization
(see Figuree 22).

Figgure 22. Displaays of self andd definitions
7.2.1 Dispplays of Studennt Work and Teeaching Materrials/Personalizzation
One of thee most commoon characteristtics of school environmentss is the prolifeeration of teacching materialss and
student woork displayed in common aareas (i.e., peersonalization). While the ppod spots are intended to act
a as
extensionss of the classrooom environm
ment, they also serve as a gaallery for studeent work. Withhin the classro
ooms,
wall spacee is heavily coovered with vaarious teachinng materials annd student woork. While the display of stu
udent
work is im
mportant for student
s
confiddence and groowth (Anonym
mous, 2010). T
There is also research avaiilable
detailing vvisual complexxity concerns (Fisher, Gooddwin, & Seltm
man, 2014) in tthe learning ennvironment an
nd its
impact on learning outccomes. The obbservers recordded multiple innstances whenn kindergarteners were distra
acted
by the variious visual displays in the pood spots (see F
Figure 23).

Figure 223. Example off students distrracted by displlay
eeded
Although all walls incluuding transpareent glass weree covered withh materials, eduucators still feelt that they ne
mited space to post those thiings in a classsroom…so much of
even moree wall space foor display: “Thhere’s very lim
the wall sppace is window
ws. From the cclassroom to thhe interior podd, and then froom the pod to the outside, so
o you
do have too give up functiionality and innstructional spaace by having so much glasss.”—teacher
This typicaal teacher’s viewpoint resultted in the displlay of teachingg materials andd student workk covering the glass
from the cclassroom intoo the pod spotss. This act redduced the visibbility from the classroom intto the adjacentt pod
spot, and aalso the teacheers’ ability to ppassively moniitor that spot. B
By covering thhe glass, the uttilization of the
e pod
spots’ supeervision is com
mpromised (see Figure 24 annd Table 5).
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Figuure 24. Views iinto pod covered by displayss on glazing/peersonalization
m of
In the conntext of this study, the fillling of all aavailable verticcal wall spacce is the mosst prolific form
personalization and is much
m
more impactful, as theree are not extranneous decoratiions in the podd areas.
Table 5. C
Classroom com
mparisons of veertical space cooverage by flooor
Percentage of Vertical
V
Space Cooverage
Classrooms
Percentage Covered
Caterpillar
A
15%
B
4%
C
100% (shadde drawn)
25%
D
N/A (researrchers unable to teell from
E
photographhs)
F
8%

Classsrooms
Grassshopper
A
B
C
D
E

Percentage Coverred

F

45%

12%
24%
18%
15%
20%

7.2.2 Identtification and Wayfinding
W
Some insttances of the displays on thhe wall provide guides for the identificaation of each neighborhood
d and
wayfindingg for the kinndergarteners. Because eachh neighborhoood’s floorplann at Case #1 was identical, the
different vvisual designattions for each may be helpfful for kinderggarteners to ideentify his/her own neighborrhood
and ensuree they are in thhe right place ((refer back to F
Figure 5).
7.3 RQ.3. What Other Impacts Doees a New Neiighborhood P
Pod Design H
Have on Kindeergarten Learrners,
Educators, and School Staff?
S
The intervviews of staff and leadershipp were only aadministered aat Case #1 andd these indicatted that there are a
multitude of intangible impacts of bothh the new design model and the 600 + studdent kindergartten center typo
ology
overall. Thhese findings centered
c
on rellationships bettween studentss, adults, and bbetween studennts and adults.
7.3.1 Relattionships
Relationshhips between students,
s
adultts, and betweeen students annd adults are not only diffiicult to measu
ure in
terms of thhe strength annd quality, but also in the im
mpact these relationships miight have on thhe students ov
verall
learning eexperience. It is well estabblished that a key factor iin the qualityy of a learninng environmen
nt in
kindergartten is the quallity of the aduult‐child inteeractions (Osttrosky & Jungg, n.d.). Howeever, Case #1 goes
beyond theese criteria to intentionally ccreate opportuunities for an eenvironment im
mproving adultt relationships, and
allowing thhem to better serve
s
the childdren of their school.
Despite the size of the caampus, the scaale of the neighhborhood makkes the experiennce of school m
much easier fo
or the
kindergartteners, and alllows them to connect withh their peers. In the interviiews, one eduucator agreed that,
“…having the six classrrooms just be so open to eaach other, lotss of glass, andd all the kids eeating togethe
er for
breakfast aand lunch, I thhink just the ccollaboration is probably thee best. And thee kids just feell like they’re really
r
connectedd with each other’s classes inn his/her (neighhborhood).”
mpus.
The typoloogy of a kinddergarten centeer lends itselff to a collectivve focus and drive across the entire cam
Educators felt that with,, “…everybodyy in one buildding, focused sppecifically on one age group
up gives us the
e best
opportunitty to grow, to learn, and reaally improve ouur work here aas a school.” A
All members oof staff, leaderrship,
and facultyy are focused on
o the needs of a singular coohort, allowingg them to collabborate more eaasily.
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Additionally, the specific design of the campus fosters collaborative relationships that are not so easily formed
on traditionally designed campuses. Although classrooms are still owned, educators have a shared office
allowing them to more easily collaborate with their neighbor.
At Case #1, “…having … the office together and the doors together, we have that community.” In this way,
educators felt that “…there’s that constant collaboration going on…whereas, in a traditional classroom you’re
in a room with yourself and the students and then with the support staff, they’re usually in their own
offices…with this, we’re all together, and we’re sharing.”
This last finding was particularly true for the specialists teaching technology, art, music, physical education, etc.
In a traditional school, specialists own their own spaces and therefore become siloed in their own work around a
school. During the interviews, one specialist indicated, “This (meaning the design at Case #1) is incredible. I’ve
never sat next to a teacher. We were always in our own little island, and never would talk.”
Because educators have quick and convenient access to each other through their shared offices and connected
classrooms, kindergarteners at Case #1 have an additional adult that they know and become comfortable with.
One teacher felt like she could, “…pop [her] head into [her] teaching partner’s classroom and be like, ‘Hey.’
And the kids know [her] as another adult to talk to. Whereas, [she didn’t] feel like [that] in our other schools…”
The new design model also allowed other adults to develop stronger relationships with the kindergarteners.
Specialists got to know their students better, since they only work with two neighborhoods, as opposed to a full
campus. Additionally, students were able to form better relationships with food service staff. Food service staff
served a smaller group of students at one time, allowing them to form better relationships. One food service staff
member felt that working at Case #1, “has been an amazing experience…here you kind of get surrounded with
the kids, and they give you a lot of appreciation feedback…” They felt welcomed.
The design of Case #1 isn’t simply about creating a school. It’s about creating a sense of community. One
educator felt that, “the design really lends itself to a family-kind of community, and…that impact is huge!”
7.3.2 Transparency
One of the key design elements at Case #1 is the use of transparency (glass between the classroom and the pod
spot area). The design intent for the transparency was to allow for passive supervision, passive observation, and
increased daylight penetration into the pod spot. An educator’s immediate reaction might be one of consternation.
After just one year, all worries were apparently overcome. According to the campus leader, “… when we first
saw this building, I was skeptical. I thought it’s so open. It’s like a fishbowl, and the kindergarteners are going
to spend their whole day looking out into the common pod neighborhood area…and we’re just amazed that that
doesn’t happen!”
Educators and campus leadership are able to passively supervise and evaluate students in the classroom without
interrupting lessons: “…I can walk by and kind of evaluate what’s happening in the classroom to determine what
my next steps are without kids even looking up or getting distracted from their lessons.” Additionally, the
transparency allows for easy access and communication among educators, “So when you’re in that one pod wing
together, you’re constantly passing by, seeing each other…the person walks by, so you grab them real quick.”
Higher levels of communication between teachers are aided by the transparency.
After one year of operation transparency looks compromised with every glazed area covered in
something—student work, notices, etc. The question then becomes, “Why are educators covering up the glass?”
One probable scenario is that they really do not want people viewing into the classroom.
7.3.3 Staffing and Operations
Interviews and observations revealed other unexpected outcomes and potential misalignments at Case #1. Two
items in particular are shared, the new dining model and ‘points of sale.’ The new dining model at Case #1
worked well to reduce transition travel times and helped students create better relationships with the adults with
whom they interact. However, a few operational issues emerged. Two staff individuals rolled the kitchen food
carts daily into one end of the neighborhood pod. The set up required a mobile computer station, or ‘point of
sale,’ to log the finger prints of the students, and due to this log in procedure long lines of students stretched
from one end of the pod neighborhood to the other. This line up time decreased the actual amount of time a
student had to physically eat. To mitigate this situation, some teachers held their students in the classroom longer,
“Since the dining line is really long if all of us go out there at the same time…I say, ‘We’ll stay in a sing another
song or do some activity instead of having them out there waiting in that line. I keep them in my classroom cause
I can see the line.”
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8. Misaliggnments and Design
D
Discovveries
Misalignm
ments refer to the
t gaps in dessign intent andd observed occuupant use. Theese gaps can reesult in unexpe
ected
uses of thee design, as weell as underutillization.
8.1 Infrasttructural Misalignments
Electrical outlets in the pod
p spots weree located in thee baseboard off the built-in sttorage along thhe classroom walls.
w
This positiion selection was
w likely inteended to uncluutter the walls and locate theem in such a w
way where it would
w
be less likkely for the kinndergarteners tto play with oor harm themseelves with thee outlets. However, the observers
noted that it was often difficult
d
for addults to reach tthe outlets at thhis place. As a result, the addults would ask the
students too plug things inn, resulting in a safety hazardd from what w
was likely intennded as a safetyy feature.
Each neighhborhood had sinks to accommodate the uuse of messy/m
maker or art aactivities. An uunexpected fin
nding
during inteerviews was a comment thaat water pressure from the sink faucets aare sufficient ffor washing hands,
however thhe water pressuure was insuffficient for washhing paintbrusshes, etc. (see F
Figure 25).

Figure 225. Infrastructtural misalignnment exampples
8.2 Spatiall Misalignmennts
8.2.1 The N
Nook or ‘the Nest’
N
Both first floor neighborhoods had a reading nook built underneaath the stairs. It’s whimsicaal and inviting with
carpeted fllooring, a winddow to the outtdoors, and an entry portal thhat is kindergaartener-sized. H
However, observers
noted thiss space was used
u
in a veryy limited capaacity, and for one key reasson: supervisioon. The only time
observers saw the spaace being ussed was wheen an educattor took a ggroup inside to do a rea
ading
activity—kkindergartenerrs did not use that space by themselves. T
The observers sspeculated thatt this lack of use
u is
likely becaause educatorss are unable too supervise stuudents inside tthe Nook/Nestt without beinng inside with them
(see Figuree 26).

Figure 26. S
Spatial misalignnments
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8.2.2 Pod Floors and Navigation
An unexpected design discovery was the use of the two different types of flooring in the neighborhoods (refer
back Figure 26) appeared to provide an added navigational aid for a visually impaired student. One observer saw
this particular student navigate the neighborhood pod by tapping her cane across the boundaries of the two floor
surfaces each time she went from one end of the neighborhood to the other, and she did so multiple times in the
course of a day.
While the design intent of providing two different flooring types was to visually and spatially distinguish the
dining area from the pod spot areas, it also created a layer of wayfinding that improved the space’s accessibility.
9. Limitations
A Research Case Study is an opportunity to more fully understand a particular design or model, post-occupancy.
The Human-centered Research Design’s protocol is a rigorous social science set of mixed-method procedures
using multiple types of techniques to gather data limiting research bias. Even so, two days of behavioral
observation does not allow for a full understanding of any model. The comparison of one ‘traditional’ model to a
‘new’ one is important, however, the convenience sample models are not easily compared on a one-to-one basis
and any findings have to be considered under these conditions.
10. Next Steps
A new design solution was developed as a result of responding to a new governing mandate. The initial
hypothesis was ‘proven,’ and more questions raised from what was revealed through the research observations
from the design intent to the actual use of the spaces. Specific items needing further investigation include the
connection between visual ‘noise’ and distraction and the aforementioned questions presented regarding
educator use of ancillary spaces, such as the pod spots (e.g., educator perception and its impact on use and the
tendency to stick to traditional models). Professional development may be required to understand how these new
space types (pod spots) can be affectively utilized.
11. Conclusions
The original design hypothesis was tested along with the design goal of reducing transition travel times as a
result of the new ‘expanded push-in’ design; both were successfully met. Reduced transition travel time equaled
more learning time recaptured, and a higher utilization of the built square footage. More staffing was required for
the implementation of new dining experience. The new physical design functioned well, but there is always
room for improvement. Relationships and student outcomes perceived to be improved with respondents
comparing this new place to more traditional design models.
As in any on site case study, a lot of data is generated. The findings were categorized into the following areas: (a)
transition time, (b) use of the pods spots, (c) impacts of the new design model, and (d) some side notes that
might be of interest. What do these findings mean for others?
11.1 What Does This Mean for School Leaders?
Often one doesn’t have control over the design process for a campus and the distances students are expected to
travel. However, there is often opportunities to select where in the building different age groups will sit, develop
their abilities, and the impact this opportunity has on the time it will take to travel. When designing a new
campus, consider opportunities for shortening the distances all students especially the younger ones have to
travel. Planning the school’s schedule so that whole class destinations are grouped together (such as dining,
leading in to an adjacent recess) could also assist in reducing the amount of transition time.
11.2 What Does This Mean for Designers of Schools?
The development of a one-age cohort is very different. Perhaps the design using the ancient Nautilus’s
proportions actually encourages a new developmental model for engaging students and educators in a more
connected learning process. The new ‘expanded push-in model’ clearly had advantages over the ‘traditional one’.
The organizations of space types for particular activities with the goal to reduce student transition times, and the
generation of neighborhoods supports what is know about how people develop a sense of belonging and
therefore adding to the motivation to become more engaged in one’s learning process.
12. Disclosure
Two of the researchers are members of the architectural firm that designed Case #1, but were not part of the
design team.
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